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Internal 
Tracking 
(Ticket No.)

Area(s) 
Impacted

WHAT is new? WHY?

CATEGORY: UI ENHANCEMENTS / ENHANCED USER EXPERIENCE

QMX-1048 All Automatic User Interface scaling now automatically 
scales the screen based on the window size, for screen 
widths >= 1354px wide.

Improved resolution. 

3 options are available to end-users. 

The current display is available as one of the options. 

QMX-1189 SSRS 
Reports

Document Inventory Reports available since 10.8.0. 
Name changed in 10.8.1.  

To easily identify the differences between each of the 4 
reports.

QMX-1199 Document The right-hand menu within the Document Treeview 
now moves down as users scroll through folders.

Ease of use – no need to scroll back to the top of the 
Treeview to make a selection, and open a document. 

CATEGORY: NEW FEATURE

QMX-737 Document

Training

Task

Users can now set their own time zone for all sections 
except for the Process Section (QM APPs).  This will 
be done through the Setup Section.

To allow user-specific date/time stamps instead of 
system-specific date/time stamps.

QMX-1191 Document When a Reject decision is made during an Approval 
Cycle, the Meaning of Signature field is grayed out.

It was still necessary to make a selection for Meaning of 
Signature (Author or Approver) when a Reject decision 
was made.

CATEGORY: CORRECTION OF KNOWN ISSUES

QMX-995 Process Correct an issue with the default assignment handler for 
QM APPs.

Reassign Task entries were sometimes mistakenly 
added to the Audit Trail.

QMX-1000 Process Update Secondary Task release action handler to 
prevent dates from being changed by the system.

The system could automatically set Secondary Task Due 
Dates set by end-users when those dates were in the 
past by the time the Process Step releasing them was 
confirmed. Specifications have been changed. 
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QMX-1017 Document

Process

Training

Update all timers to prevent startup delays. In earlier QM APPs a time was used to monitor the state 
of the process every 2 or 5 minutes. The timer delay at 
startup would add a 10-minute delay, which could result 
in a process being stuck at a “waiting” step longer than 
usual.

QMX-1045 Document For clients using the Auto-Populate Feature, a Date 
Picker & Plain Text content control has been added.

Improved handling of dates in the Auto-Populate Feature. 

QMX-1125 Core Corrective release 10.8.0-1 fixed an issue related to 
files with special characters in the file name.

Files that included special characters in their file name 
could not be opened.

QMX-1131 Document Corrected an issue with field order in the Create Auto-
Template Document Confirmation Page.

For clients using the Auto-Populate Feature, the fields 
were not in the same order as in the actual form when a 
New Document was confirmed.

QMX-1132 Document Correct the Privileges setting for “New version of an 
existing document” field.

For clients using the Auto-Populate Feature, a user 
needed to have Full (Administer) permissions on the 
document folder in order to see the documents available 
when selecting “New version of an existing document”.  
This was changed to Modify permission.

QMX-1133 Document Correct Audit Trail information to include “Use as 
Template to auto-populate” flag.

For clients using the Auto-Populate Feature, “Use as 
Template to auto-populate” was not included in the 
related document the Audit Trail.

QMX-1143 Document Correct an issue with the Document Audit Trail when a 
Retire date is set through a Document Control Process.

Multiple entries were being created.

QMX-1152 Core Correct indentation issue in value display for Multi-item 
Selection fields.

Since the latest Chrome update (Version 
77.0.3865.90(Official Build)), values for multi-select lists 
were indented under the previous item instead of all 
values being left-justified.

QMX-1156 Document Update to Retire cycle. Approved, not effective versions of document would be 
lost when the document becomes Awaiting Retire Date.
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QMX-1192 SSRS 
Reports

Correct an issue with the Document Inventory SSRS 
Reports.

There was an issue running the reports when fields 
included an “&” sign.

QMX-1196 Excel Reports Correct an issue with the DS_Document_Metadata 
report after a Modify Metadata Only action has been 
done on a document.

The Approved, Not Effective version would display as
Approved & Effective.

QMX_1200 Training Correct an issue with the Record Training From 
External Record and the Record for End Users options.

This was only working when System Configurations were 
set with a date format of yyyy-MM-dd.  It now works with 
any of the date format options.

QMX_1207 Notifications Correct an issue with NOTIF-1.0.54 for new user 
accounts.

The Username and Full Name were not displayed in the 
notification for New AD Account Created.

QMX_1209 Training Some Job Title lists were not displayed in alphabetical 
order.

Listings in alphabetical order are easier to work with.

QMX_1211 Document 
Control 
Process

Correct an issue with the Concerned Company 
Structure settings.

When a specific Organization Security Role was 
selected, in order to target a specific Document 
Coordinator, the Document Coordinator Processing and 
Document Coordinator Completion steps would still go to 
all users with the PR_DOC_COORD role assignment. 

NOTE: For additional changes in the following CATEGORIES, refer to document FORM000011 - SOLABS QM CORE SOFTWARE - CHANGE LIST 10.8.1

 Infrastructure Enhancements
 Security and Performance Enhancements
 Packaging & Delivery Enhancements
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CATEGORY: INFRASTRUCTURE ENHANCEMENTS

QMX-1227

(10.8.1-1)

Setup Integration with Microsoft SSO New single sign on feature with Azure AD. 

QMX-1109

(10.8.1-3)

Setup Integration with OneLogin SSO New single sign on feature with OneLogin.

CATEGORY: NEW FEATURE

QMX-1237

(10.8.1-2)

Setup

Document

There is now a new option to select document cover 
pages that have a new look and feel. The original look 
and feel is still available.

This new feature gives the possibility to select between 2 
different types of document cover pages, the original one 
and a new look and feel one. Both display the same 
information but in a different fashion.

CATEGORY: KNOWN ISSUE

QMX-1252

(10.8.1-2)

Document To fix a display issue for Dates displayed in the 
Document Cover Pages.

Dates were now displaying the UTC of the new time zone 
feature for dates in the cover pages where it was not 
required.

QMX-1263

(10.8.1-2)

Training To fix an issue in the Assign by End User page in the 
Training section.

In the Assign by End User page (Training Administration 
section), the calendars when filtering by date were 
remaining disabled even when they should not.


